Simone Pieber opened a general discussion of the paper by Spyros Pandis: from your presentation together with recent source apportionment studies such as e.g. Crippa et al. for Europe, 1 the relative importance of other emissions from the residential heating and cooking sector, especially wood combustion, becomes more and more evident. Despite this, big efforts are still being made to clean up emissions from the transport sector. Do you think this is still relevant, or should we focus our attention differently, and what do you think is currently hindering us from tackling the heating sector?
Athanasia Vlachou asked: In your paper you suggest that primary OA can be categorized as fresh and aged POA by performing tests on cooking and biomass burning. What about traffic? Could one make such a separation for this primary source as well?
Spyros Pandis responded: In the present paper we discuss evidence of the conversion of cooking and biomass burning OA to more oxidized forms that then appear in the PMF analysis as the corresponding AMS source-specic factors. When the chemical conversion is fast, as is the case for the COA, we could nd only one of the factors: the fresh one in the winter and the more oxidized one in the summer. For wood burning, two factors could be found in the same period, at least in some cases. 1 This suggests a more gradual conversion of the fresh biomass burning OA, to its more aged form, and nally to the oxidized OA (OOA).
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been a report of an aged form of HOA in a eld study. One could speculate that HOA, as it ages chemically, is converted to one of the reported forms of OOA (SV-OOA and/or LV-OOA) without maintaining its source identity, at least from the point of view of the AMS. Astrid Kiendler-Scharr said: You point out the strong contribution of SOA to ne PM. How would SOA be regulated? Does this call for stronger VOC emission controls? What would your take-home message be?
As a brief comment, I would also like to point out that cooking organic aerosol (COA) is not observed in sites like Cabauw, 1 which is categorized as a rural site. If the reason for the lack of COA is atmospheric aging during transport, which patterns should we look for in AMS or ACSM data sets to assign this source? Spyros Pandis replied: The regulation of SOA clearly requires regulation of its precursor vapors (volatile, intermediate volatility and semi-volatile organic compounds). Reductions of sulphur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, and primary OA could also help, but there is a lot of debate and uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of these measures in reducing OA in specic urban areas. Dilution and chemical aging are expected to reduce the contribution of fresh COA to total OA in rural sites to a few percent. At the same time the COA temporal signal will be smeared out to a large extent, so it will be difficult to separate from sources like the HOA. So I am not surprised that PMF does not nd a COA factor in Cabauw. Unfortunately, the features of the COA spectrum do depend on the cooking habits in each area. Therefore one would probably need to obtain a representative Dutch COA spectrum in Amsterdam or another big city in the area, and then use it in ME-2 as a way to get a rough estimate of the probably small COA contribution to the total OA.
Kiendler-Scharr as well. The cooking factor COA is associated with distinct maxima at mealtimes, especially lunch. This feature will be in the data for local sources but may well be smeared out for upwind sources by the time they arrive at the receptor site. Does this mean that the PMF methods will be biased toward nding the COA factor in urban settings but will fail to nd it in the background? Spyros Pandis replied: Indeed the ability of PMF to identify and separate sources relies heavily on the temporal evolution of the contribution of each source. As one moves away from the source, this temporal information gets weaker and weaker and eventually the regular PMF algorithm cannot separate the specic source from the rest. However, the contribution of the fresh OA from the source to the total will also be getting lower and for COA it will probably be just a few percent. Techniques like the ME-2 algorithm may help in this case as long as there is reliable information about the COA AMS spectrum for the specic area. In general, all these source apportionment techniques have a hard time with the identication and accurate quantication of sources that contribute only a few percent to the total and do not have unique features in their ngerprint.
Dominik van Pinxteren said: I cannot really add to the AMS COA factor interpretation, but generally I would agree that if there is not enough variance in contributions from a given source (e.g. because concentration peaks are smeared out) PMF will not be able to resolve it. In our study, I think the (tentatively identied) cooking source was only resolved because we pooled different sites into one dataset which included the residential site, where factor concentrations were signicant, and other sites, where its concentrations were negligible.
Astrid Kiendler-Scharr added: A fundamental assumption that is made in factor analysis is that factors feature invariant mass spectral proles and show variable concentration over time. Therefore an additional level of complexity in source identication is added when the primary aerosol changes compositionand thereby mass spectral ngerprint -during transport. As we heard before, COA changes mass spectral ngerprint aer exposure to oxidation. This and the diversity of mass spectral signatures from different COA will make the source identication difficult away from direct sources.
Roy Harrison asked:
On the specic issue of AMS/PMF analysis of cooking aerosols, I was a collaborator in a study at a rural site in Northern Italy. This was well away from any source of cooking emissions, but picked up signals with mass spectral characteristics and temporal variation that matched previously published cooking emissions. We came to the conclusion that this factor was largely unrelated to cooking, and some other studies refer to cooking-like organic aerosol. I think we need to be extremely careful with this.
Spyros Pandis answered: I agree that one needs to be careful with the attribution of any AMS/PMF factor to cooking emissions and that the temporal prole of the factor may not be sufficient. In the case of Athens as discussed in our paper, we performed similar measurements in another Greek city (Patras), analyzed the data separately and came up with practically the same AMS COA spectra in the two cities in each season. We then performed laboratory experiments by cooking meat (greek souvlakia) and conrmed that the AMS spectrum of the fresh emissions was the same as the one that the PMF analysis determined during the winter, in both Athens and Patras. Finally we exposed the fresh COA to ambient levels of ozone (around 60 ppb) or sunlight and showed that the AMS spectrum changed rapidly, so it now matched the one determined by the PMF in the two cities during the summertime. Additional evidence like this can help improve our condence regarding the assignment of the corresponding PMF factor to cooking activities in urban areas.
Roy Harrison addressed Dominik van Pinxteren and Spyros Pandis: As part of the ClearfLo programme in London, we measured a range of organic molecular markers. It was during the winter campaign so hopefully there was not much photochemistry at the time. We carried out source apportionment with a chemical mass balance model using organic molecular markers and compared our results to simultaneous estimates of aerosol sources, including cooking aerosol, measured by James Allan at Manchester University using an AMS. For the cooking organic aerosol (COA), the AMS results were about double those from the mass balance model. There was a later report in the literature that showed that the collection efficiency of the AMS for cooking aerosol is close to 100%, whereas James had used 50%, which reconciles the difference in the two measurements. Do you think there are oen over-estimations in measurements due to this? Regarding the Leipzig measurements, I do not believe that the PMF chemical prole can be very convincingly associated with cooking emissions. It could be due to a number of things, including vegetative detritus.
Spyros Pandis answered: The AMS collection efficiency issue does introduce additional uncertainty in the AMS/PMF results. In our ambient measurements we did not dry the ambient particles, something that in general leads to higher collection efficiencies and lower uncertainties. We then estimated the AMS CE, combining the corresponding AMS size/composition distributions with the SMPS ones using the volume distribution matching algorithm of Kostenidou et al. 1 Our laboratory measurements of COA are consistent with a CE of unity. I do agree with your assessment that the AMS CE (especially if it is different for different OA particles) introduces additional uncertainty in the corresponding source apportionment results. The authors of the Leipzig study are clearly better qualied to address your comment regarding the results of their study, so I will defer to them. Dominik van Pinxteren added: Regarding our Leipzig measurements, I agree that the identication of the cooking factor is only tentative, and we also state this in the paper. Beyond the (indeed ambiguous) chemical prole, the association was mainly done based on the pattern of factor concentrations for the different sites and seasons (no seasonal trend, highest concentrations at a residential site with a number of restaurants) which we thought t better to cooking emissions rather than e.g. plant detritus. It is clear, however, that the inclusion of cookingspecic molecular tracers, such as cholesterol or others, would be needed to increase condence in this factor, and we are planning to do this in future studies.
AndréPrévôt commented: In an urban area, what you show and what we have also shown, is that where you have lots of restaurants, cooking is a factor. But if you have externally mixed oil droplets then we might overestimate by a factor two. Any unmixed organics and secondaries might also be overestimated. An additional problem is that PMF is tough. Primary organic aerosol contributions are very low -10 to 15% -and cooking etc. and oen the emissions happen at the same time and thus correlate. One issue concerning cooking is probably that organics from cooking change their mass spectra a bit faster, as their mass spectra are less stable, so you have partially oxidised organic aerosols.
Gordon McFiggans addressed Spyros Pandis: In the source apportionment of the various contributions of the short-, medium-and long-range sources to PM, there will inevitably be dependencies on the prescribed volatility distributions of the organic components, their ageing rates and the assumptions used in matching the VBS boundary condition and emissions to the reported "OC" emissions from, for example, the TNO database. Could you comment on the magnitude of these uncertainties and robustness of the attributions? I would recommend inclusion of error bars to represent these uncertainties in the paper.
Spyros Pandis answered: The uncertainty of the contributions of different source areas, shown for example in Figure 3 , is different for different PM components and depends on the uncertainty of their emissions (or the emissions of their precursors), production mechanisms, atmospheric processing, and removal mechanisms. These uncertainties are lower for the elemental carbon and sulfate shown in the rst two graphs of this gure. For SOA the uncertainties are higher, but much lower than the uncertainty of the overall VBS scheme used in this study. The source area attribution for SOA is determined to a large extent by the corresponding timescales for the oxidation of its precursors to SOA. These timescales (e.g., reaction rates of VOCs and IVOCs with oxidants) are relatively well known and this makes the attribution of the SOA to source areas (with the coarse resolution of short-, medium-and long-range used here) quite robust. For example, the conclusion that most of the SOA in Paris during the summer MEGAPOLI campaign was due to medium-range sources does not change for reasonable choices of the volatility distributions, aging ranges, emissions, etc. A detailed calculation of the error bars of these estimates in a 3D chemical transport model is clearly challenging. Spyros Pandis answered: In our measurements in both Athens and Patras during both winter and summer fresh cooking organic aerosol was as important as hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol which is attributed mostly to transportation emissions. These nding were similar to the results of Crippa et al. in the MEGAPOLI campaigns in Paris despite the differences in size and practices among the three cities.
Zhe Tian continued the discussion of the paper by Dominik van Pinxteren: I have noticed that the traffic contributions are much higher than traffic exhaust in your paper. Could you give us more details about how you dene "traffic" and "traffic exhaust" and your choice of tracers? And have you tried any organic markers in your PMF model? Dominik van Pinxteren answered: Traffic exhaust was mainly identied from high mass contributions of water-insoluble carbon (i.e. EC and hydrophobic organics), high species contributions of hopanes, and a homohopane index close to mineral oil derived emissions (rather than coal combustion, which can be another source of hopanes). This source was, however, only resolved in the ultrane and the coarse particle size ranges. In accumulation mode particles it was mixed into a "general traffic" factor, which in addition to exhaust emissions also includes other traffic-related sources such as brake wear, tire wear, dust resuspension etc. and was characterised by large contributions of several metals (see our paper for details). With our PMF results we can thus not fully differentiate exhaust and non-exhaust across all particle size ranges and "traffic exhaust" contributions in total PM 10 are therefore missing the accumulation mode fraction, which is at least part of the reason why they are smaller than "general traffic". With regards to organic markers -yes, we included many of them, and you can nd all the details in the paper.
Spyros Pandis added: Our paper focuses on traffic emissions including both exhaust and non-exhaust emissions. In the analysis presented here only AMS spectra have been used. There have been a number of efforts in the literature (for Mexico City, Los Angeles, and Pittsburgh) in which separate source apportionment analysis has been performed using AMS data and organic tracer measurements; however, the comparison of the corresponding results were outside the scope of the current work. Edward Mitchell said: Both studies have identied residential solid fuel combustion as an increasingly important source of ambient pollution. In comparison to other sources such as traffic, it can be argued that regulations and abatement technologies for heating stoves are decades behind. In Europe we now have the Ecodesign regulations limiting efficiency, PM, CO, NO x and OGC emissions, but these will not apply until 2022. Do the speakers believe that policies such as this will be sufficient to reduce emissions from this source, or do we need additional abatement technologies such as lters and catalysts as already used in the traffic sector? Spyros Pandis responded: I think that the Ecodesign regulations will help, but I am afraid that it will be too little too late. I personally believe that it does not make any sense to allow wood burning in replaces or wood stoves in large urban areas that already have air pollution problems. The same applies also to agricultural and open burning in areas around big urban centers. Dominik van Pinxteren said: In Germany, emissions from small wood stoves have been regulated already to some extent, leading to the replacement of very old stoves within a transition period. Given that these old and very inefficient stoves have much higher pollutant emissions than more modern ones, I would expect a decrease of emissions. Additional technological developments would certainly help to reduce emissions even more. Whether this will be enough, however, to observe substantial reductions of emissions at a given site is another question. In our study in Leipzig we have seen that during the most intense pollution episodes, more than 80% of solid fuel combustion aerosol was transported into the city, likely due to long-range transport from Eastern European areas. A modernisation of house heating infrastructure in these countries might thus have a large positive inuence on the air quality in Leipzig, and many other cities as well.
Tim Wallington returned to the discussion of the paper by Spyros Pandis: Figure 1 in your paper reminded me of the Kuznets curve. Is there scope for an economic analysis looking at level of urban air pollutant emissions in the 5 cities as a function of economic activity to compare with the Kuznets curve?
Spyros Pandis answered: This is a very interesting observation. The curve in Figure 1 does indeed look like the Kuznets curve aer replacement of the economic inequality axis of the former with the pollution level here. There is clearly room for interesting economic analysis here, trying rst to add actual data points in the graph. One of our observations for Athens is that the path along this curve may not be reversible, but may actually include a hysteresis if a city moves from right to le. A modest (but rapid) decline in development due to a nancial crisis may result in signicant increase in air pollution levels if practices like wood burning are widely adopted.
Zongbo Shi remarked: We oen see that when people describe different PMF factors they give a percentage of, for example, COA, HOA, or SOA. What are the uncertainties in these estimates? Should all papers be clear that these are estimates which have relatively large uncertainties? Spyros Pandis replied: There are a number of formal methods for the estimation of the uncertainty of PMF solutions. These include classical bootstrap, displacement of factor elements, and bootstrap enhanced by displacement. 1 These approaches capture the uncertainty of the PMF results due to random errors and rotational ambiguity. These approaches have been used in a number of AMS/PMF studies. Xavier Querol returned to the discussion of Spyros Pandis' and Dominik van Pinxteren's papers: Thanks a lot for your excellent presentations and papers. Two comments; rstly, I missed in "Ataleofve cities" the inclusion of the non-exhaust vehicle emissions and their contributions to ambient PM. I think these are relevant for air quality science in the urban atmosphere, and yet there hasn'tb e e nm u c h discussion about them in the meeting either. There are very interesting points, such as phase transformations and toxicity of brake and tyre wear (Mo, Cu, Zn and Mn compounds) -also how to apportion the brake, tire, pavement and resuspension contributions -that should be taken into account when dealing with urban PM. Secondly, Dominik's paper attributed the reduction in elemental carbon (EC) to the efficiency of the Low Emission Zone (LEZ) in Leipzig. There is a lot of scientic debate on that. Can you identify effects due exclusively to the LEZ implementation rather than effects due to other actions, such as the progressive renewal of the eet by Euro 5 diesel (with lter traps for PM) since 2009, or other simultaneous actions? Other cities such as Barcelona, without LEZ being implemented, did reduce EC levels in a similar proportion. This does not contradict at all the potential efficiency of the LEZ on EC levels, it is meant only as a consideration to take into account.
Dominik van Pinxteren responded:
In our study we compare the urban EC increment in the years 1999-2000 (way before the implementation of the LEZ) with the ones observed in 2013-2015 (a few years aer its implementation) and we therefore cannot exactly distinguish between the impacts of the LEZ and other actions. However, we know from another study we have done at the same traffic site in Leipzig 1 that BC concentrations sharply decreased immediately aer the implementation of the LEZ in 2011 due to a reduction of heavy-duty traffic. It has also been shown that the Leipzig LEZ accelerated the modernisation of the car eet as compared to other Saxonian cities. 2 This is why we believe that the LEZ did indeed have a strong impact on the observed EC reduction in Leipzig. Spyros Pandis replied: The non-exhaust vehicle emissions are clearly important for the urban atmosphere -refer also to my response to Zhe Tian's earlier question. However, a signicant fraction of these particulate emissions are in the coarse size range, so they are a lot more important for the regulation of PM 10 compared to the ne PM (PM 2.5 or PM 1 ) that is the focus of our work. These components (metal oxides, crustal material, etc.) are included in the primary ne PM in Figures 2 and 4 of our paper. I do agree with your statement though, that these emissions do not receive the attention that they deserve. The examples that you mention do underline the challenge of attributing a reduction in the concentration of a pollutant (EC in this case) to a specic measure when multiple changes are taking place at the same time.
Claudia Mohr addressed Spyros Pandis: In your presentation and paper you make the statement that SOA is becoming relatively more important. In absolute numbers, does it show a decreasing trend as well? Do we know how it is evolving globally? Does better POA control also lead to SOA reduction? Are there studies on this?
Spyros Pandis responded: The available data in specic areas like Los Angeles with long ne particulate matter data sets suggest that SOA is decreasing too in areas where signicant reductions of pollutant emissions have taken place. Unfortunately, generalizing to other urban areas or even globally is a lot more challenging because older PM chemical composition data sets have little information about the chemical composition of OA. AMS data sets go only back to the early 2000s. The effect of POA control on SOA levels depends a lot on the ability of these compounds to form a common solution (see also Neil Donahue's paper (DOI: 10.1039/C5FD00214A). This ability appears to be limited initially but it increases as the POA ages chemically and is converted to SOA. Based on this, one would expect a small effect near the sources when POA is still fresh and a modest effect further away when the POA has been oxidized but has also been diluted. However, the reduction of SOA precursors (volatile, intermediate volatility, and semivolatile organic compounds) that oen accompanies the reduction of POA will cause a reduction in SOA. There have been a number of modeling efforts to quantify these effects (for example Megaritis et al. now. There is a lot of ongoing work around the world providing constraints with measurements of volatility distributions, emissions of IVOCs, chemical aging rates, etc., but there are still a lot of knowledge gaps. If a set of such VBS parameters captures the SOA formation, it probably means that it is capturing the two important SOA formation characteristics: the SOA formed and the formation rate. This can still result in the right answer for the wrong reasons. However, returning to the comment by Gordon McFiggans, a model that can capture these two characteristics is probably providing a decent answer to the source attribution question, at least for the coarse resolution used here.
Simone Pieber continued the discussion of the paper by Dominik van Pinxteren: Contribution of coal burning emissions were observed dominantly during the winter period and when air masses arrived from the east. Does this imply that the role of emissions from industrial coal burning and coal burning in power plants for electricity generation, which should also contribute during summer, is negligible? Could you please comment on the relative importance of the residential vs. the industry sector for those fuels? Dominik van Pinxteren answered: Yes, it would be also my interpretation that coal burning emissions are dominated by house heating, and I think it is consistent with industrial coal burning emissions being much more regulated than emissions from house heating. Also, a recent review on PM 10 apportionment in cities 1 shows that domestic fuel burning explains a much larger share of PM 10 in Central and Eastern Europe than industrial emission as a whole (including oil and coal combustion, but also other emissions).
Gary Fuller addressed Spyros Pandis: There was no mention in your paper about the progressive dieselisation in your ve cities. There are contrasting trajectories between the European and non-European cities, and within Europe, Athens is following a different trajectory to other countries. Where would you put dieselisation into your matrix of foolishness, wisdom, hope or despair? Secondly, we should be careful how we present the concept of medium range contributors. Policy makers oen think they can't do anything about this, but it really depends on where you are standing; someone's medium range is someone else's local source. Uniform policies across multiple cities could be a helpful approach.
Spyros Pandis responded: This is indeed an interesting potential additional chapter in the "Tale of Five Cities", with diesel cars dominating the new additions to the corresponding eet in Paris (as well as in a lot of the EU countries), while gasoline-powered ones can be mainly found in the other four cities. Paris is currently rethinking its strategy and considering a move away from diesel, while Athens has recently allowed the use of diesel cars, but appears to have had second thoughts and may change its mind again and ban them once more. As a rst approximation, the modern cars (either gasoline or diesel) emit a lot less than the corresponding cars in the late 20th century. As a result, all ve cities have managed to reduce their ne particulate matter concentrations, even if they have followed different trajectories. I think that the ultimate answer to your question depends on the city, and varies from hope for some European cities to foolishness. I would use foolishness for Athens, due to the low quality of the diesel fuel oen found in the Greek market that can create major problems for the control systems of modern diesel cars. I do agree with your comment about the need for uniform policies across multiple cities and even better large areas. I think that the US approach, with the denition of Transport Regions and then the development of policies for all sources in the states in the Transport Region together (including emissions trading), has proven to be quite effective. It could be a good policy model for groups of European countries (or even all of Europe) that face more or less the same ne particulate problem, exchanging particles and their precursors with each other.
William Bloss opened a general discussion of the paper by Kebin He: † Does the change in the NOR and SOR ratios imply a change in the oxidation capacity of the atmosphere over the period of the emissions reductions -i.e. a reduction in OH. Is there any evidence for this in terms of changes in e.g. O 3 ?
Zongbo Shi responded: As shown in Fig. 7 , the SOR and NOR decreased substantially during both day and night, implying that the secondary oxidation processes of SO 2 and NO 2 were suppressed due to emission reductions. This was consistent with the changes of O 3 , which reduced from 0.065 ppm before the parade to 0.040 ppm during the parade.
Gary Fuller said: You said in the summary presentation and in the paper that COA also went down during the parade period. I assume that there wouldn't have been any cooking restrictions. Was this reduction because there were fewer people in the city, or was this because what we think of as cooking emissions is actually something else -an industrial emission for example?
Zongbo Shi replied: As described in line 34 of page 9, open charcoal grills were strictly banned during the emission control period, which may have led to the reduction of COA. Our result was consistent with that observed during the 2014 APEC control period, which also showed a reduction of COA from 7.8 to 5.2 mgm À3 . No further evidence showed that cooking emissions may be actually an industrial emission.
Roy Harrison addressed Zongbo Shi : I am very concerned with the interpretation of sulphur oxidation and nitrogen oxidation ratios. Taking sulphur as an example, sulphate is likely to be generated from SO 2 emissions originating at a considerable distance from the point of measurement, whereas SO 2 will probably be emitted rather locally. As a consequence, I am not convinced that we can infer anything about the efficiency of reduction of sulphate concentrations in response to reduced emissions of SO 2 using the ratio, as it is comparing two measurements which are responding to emissions into different locations. Do you think that this is a fair interpretation? † Kebin He's paper was presented by Zongbo Shi, University of Birmingham, UK
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Zongbo Shi answered: I agree that sulphate could be generated from both locally and regionally emitted SO 2 . But the lifetime of SO 2 could also be from several hours to several days, leading to the regional transport of SO 2 . In addition, the emission controls during the parade were not only implemented in Beijing but also the surrounding areas, as described in the introduction of our paper. Thus I think it is reasonable to use sulphur oxidation and nitrogen oxidation ratios here.
Claudia Mohr opened a general discussion of the paper by María Cruz Minguillón: What were the numbers of vehicles on the road at the "low" and "high traffic" periods, respectively? What was the difference in the numbers of diesel and non-diesel vehicles? Were diesel and non-diesel car numbers affected equally by holiday and non-holiday season?
María Cruz Minguillón replied: The traffic intensity increased 37% from the low to the high traffic periods (from about 40 000 vehicles per day to about 55 000 vehicles per day on average, including weekends). The % of diesel light duty vehicles of the eet is up to 50%, according to statistics from the DGT (the traffic authority in Spain). Nevertheless, there is no information available about the % of diesel and non-diesel vehicles for specic periods such as the ones in our study. We can assume that the % of diesel vehicles was similar between both low and high traffic periods. The average daily patterns of the traffic intensity for the low and high traffic periods are shown in Fig. S5 .
Athanasia Vlachou queried: Barcelona is characterized by high dust concentrations. Did you account for carbonates, especially in the radiocarbon analysis, to avoid any overestimation of the organic carbon?
María Cruz Minguillón responded: The 14 C analyses were performed for PM 2.5 samples. The content of carbonates in these samples can be estimated based on the Ca concentrations, which were experimentally determined. The estimated average carbonate concentrations for the ve days with radiocarbon analyses ranged between 0.3 and 0.5 mgm À3 . These concentrations are considered negligible compared to the OA concentrations (ranging between 7 and 14 mgm À3 ).
Andreas Wahner remarked: you showed in your Barcelona study that you had a higher biogenic component to SOA formed in high traffic conditions. Is your conclusion based on the assumption that the photochemical state of the atmosphere was the same under both conditions? Or could this be the reason, and not the different emissions?
María Cruz Minguillón answered: The conclusion is based on the assumption that the photochemical state of the atmosphere was similar, since the toluene/ benzene ratio is not signicantly different between the low traffic and the high traffic periods (average daily ratios ranged from 3.1 to 4.3 for the days when 14 C measurements were carried out), although the toluene/benzene ratios were quite noisy on an hourly basis. If no changes occurred in terms of the nature of sources between the two periods (additional sources with a higher toluene/benzene ratio during the HT period, for example), OH concentrations in the atmosphere of
Barcelona cannot be considered as signicantly different from one period to another. Nevertheless, some other sources of toluene may exist, as indicated by the PMF analysis applied to the PTR-MS dataset (results not shown in the paper).
Astrid Kiendler-Scharr asked: Is the strong increase in particulate nitrate during the second part of your measurements signicant? Is the higher non-fossil SOA contribution a consequence of higher NO x concentrations and gas phase precursor chemistry or do you have indications for other sources of the non-fossil SOA?
María Cruz Minguillón responded: The nitrate concentrations increased from 0.5 mm À3 on average during the low traffic period to 1.0 mgm À3 during the high traffic period. These concentrations are quite low and close to the detection limit of the instrument, and hence the reported increase in percentage (+99%) should be considered with caution, and should not be strictly compared to the increase in OA concentrations, for instance, which were well above the detection limit. Nitrate only represents 5% of the PM 1 mass concentration on average.
Our hypothesis is that the increase in the % of non-fossil SOA during the high traffic period is related to the increase in NO x concentrations, by favoring the formation of SOA from the available biogenic precursors. Nevertheless, the presence of other non-fossil sources, such as SOA from cooking, should not be discarded, as this contribution has been found to be signicant at other places; for example, Hayes et al. found that SOA from cooking was 19-35% of total SOA in Los Angeles. 1 Hence, considering that the COA contribution increased by about 60% from the low to the high traffic period (due to the higher activity as people is back from holidays), the associated SOA-cooking could well have increased as well.
are recorded and hence there are lower OH radical levels, the SOA formation from anthropogenic precursors is reduced. Two different calculations have been made to further investigate this possibility: normalized fossil SOA per excess CO, and percentage of fossil SOA with respect to total fossil OA (in terms of OC : OOCf/OCf). It should be noted that the precision of the available CO measurements is 0.1 mg m À3 (equivalent to about 85 ppb) and the hourly concentrations ranged from 0.2-1.2 mg m À3 , and hence the interpretation of the CO and excess CO (CO concentrations aer subtracting 100 ppb as the CO background) should be made with caution. The results obtained support the suggested hypothesis, since the fossilSOA/excessCO ratios were found to be higher for the samples during the low traffic period and the rst sample for the high traffic period (17-21 mgm À3 of fossilSOA per ppm CO), whereas they were lower for the second and third samples of the high traffic period (13 and 10 mgm À3 of fossilSOA per ppm CO, respectively), pointing to lower fossil SOA formation under high NO x conditions (the NO x average concentrations were 23, 21, 33, 40, and 59 mgm À3 for the ve samples analyzed, in chronological order). The difference between the low traffic and the high traffic period, on average, is 17%. Regarding the percentage of fossil SOA with respect to total fossil OA, it remains relatively constant for all the samples (OOCf/OCf is between 0.72-0.76) except for the last one, with a ratio of only 0.51. This last sample corresponds to the day with a higher impact of road traffic based on the BC, NO x and HOA concentrations. The difference between the OOCf/OCf ratios in the low traffic and the high traffic period, on average, is 10%, which agrees reasonably well with the 17% difference found for the fossilSOA/excessCO considering all the uncertainties associated with these calculations. However the toluene/benzene ratio is not signicantly different between the low traffic and the high traffic period (average daily ratios ranging from 3.1 to 4.3). If no changes occurred in terms of the nature of sources between the two periods (additional sources with a higher toluene/benzene ratio during the HT period, for example) OH concentrations in the atmosphere of Barcelona cannot be considered as signicantly different from one period to another.
Considering all of the above, we acknowledge the comment and certainly accept the hypothesis as a possible complementary explanation of the observed measurements.
Andreas Wahner remarked: The conclusion that enhanced BSOA formation during the HT period compared to the LT period could be due to enhanced NO x concentration during HT depends on the correlation of NO x to OH radical, which is not linear but has a maximum at a specicNO x concentration. Did you analyze the consequences of this dependence? María Cruz Minguillón responded: As you say, the NO x inuence on SOA formation is not linear. We may not have enough information to completely attribute the enhanced BSOA formation to the NO x difference, but it is a plausible explanation for the observations/measurements made.
Dwayne Heard said: Normally if you plot the concentration of OH versus the concentration of NO x , there is initially an increase in OH (owing to the HO 2 +NO reaction increasing in importance as an OH source), but once a certain level of NO x is reached, the OH concentration peaks and then starts to decrease again (owing to the importance of the OH + NO 2 reaction in forming nitric acid removing OH). AndréP ŕ evôt said: I was wondering if you could use the relative VOC composition to say something about the OH levels, or even NO 3 levels. Toluene/benzene ratios will change during the day. How much oxidation of OH is there and in the evening, how prominent is the decrease in alkanes due to VOC chemistry? The ratios of VOCs may indicate how much oxidation is going on.
María Cruz Minguillón answered: The toluene to benzene ratio (on an hourly basis) was relatively noisy during the rst period (from 1 to >10), and more stable (from 2 to 6) during the second period. There was not a clear daily pattern that repeated every day, so the average daily pattern does not give very valuable information.
It is possible that there is an additional source of toluene, as indicated by the PMF analysis carried out on the PTR-MS dataset (results not shown in the paper). Anyway, considering an OH concentration of 5.106 molecule cm À3 and following the equation described by El Haddad et al.,
1 we obtain 0-0.5 days of aging during the campaign, but it is quite noisy, maybe due to the low concentration measured. For the alkanes point, the PTR-MS data does not allow dissociation of the alkanes from the alkenes, as they give the same fragments (43, 57, 71.). Simone Pieber commented: On the question of a changed eet composition during the high traffic and low traffic period in the data-set, as raised by Dr Claudia Mohr: if those data are available, it might be useful to look, in addition to BC/NO x traces, into changing mass spectra for the VOCs as identied with the PTR-MS, in order to obtain more information on relative compositions of diesel and gasoline fuelled vehicles; these should have different VOC compositions based on the differences in the raw fuel and aer-treatment systems.
María Cruz Minguillón replied: The BC/NO x ratios varied between 39 and 61 (ng m À3 of BC per mgm À3 of NO x ) during the low traffic period and between 38 and 60 (ng m À3 of BC per mgm À3 of NO x ) during the high traffic period, calculated on an hourly basis for the average daily pattern for each of the periods. Regarding the differences in VOCs, Fig. 2 shows the average daily pattern for some selected VOCs. The toluene and benzene concentrations in that plot show a similar variation. To better check this, the same data treatment (average daily pattern values) for the toluene/benzene ratio has been applied. The toluene/benzene ratio is higher during the night for both the low and high traffic periods (around 4), and lower during the middle hours of the day (12-16 UTC) (toluene/benzene ratio around 3). More intra-day variation is observed for the low traffic than for the high traffic period.
Sarah Moller asked:
In your paper you state that similar meteorological patterns were observed during both the high and low traffic periods. You then go on to say that during the high traffic period, lower wind speed and higher pressure were recorded as a consequence of an anticyclonic episode, leading to atmospheric stagnation. You also say that there were differences in air mass origin between the two periods. Do you believe that the observed changes in atmospheric concentrations and composition are due predominantly to the change in traffic ow rather than meteorological variation? Did you attempt to quantify the impact, or relative importance, of the meteorological changes?
María Cruz Minguillón responded: The changes are mainly attributed to the increase in traffic intensity, although an effect of other factors is also present, of course. The traffic intensity increased by 37% from the low to the high traffic period on average, whereas the BC concentrations increased by 60%, and the NO and NO 2 concentrations increased by 80%. Hence, there are two things here: a) the variations in traffic intensity do not have a linear relationship with the BC, NO and NO 2 concentrations, and/or b) there are other factors favoring the accumulation or low dispersion of pollutants during the high traffic period with respect to the low traffic period. We did not attempt to quantify the impact of these meteorological changes. Maybe to do so we'd need a longer sampling period, so that we can really identify similar patterns in a signicant number of days so that the differences are meaningful. Alternatively, and most likely a better option, modelling the formation of SOA could help in the interpretation.
Jose-Luis Jimenez commented: Our results from Los Angeles, as well as results from several other groups, show that biogenic VOCs emitted within the urban area make too little SOA to affect the urban concentrations (see e.g. Hayes et al. 1 María Cruz Minguillón answered: We do not have evidence that the precursors for the biogenic SOA present in Barcelona are emitted within the Barcelona metropolitan area, as we do not have evidence to the contrary. Considering the VOC emissions information, it makes sense to conclude that the biogenic SOA precursors are coming from outside the city. This would make a lot of sense considering the wind regime, dominated by NW ow during the night and SE-S ow during the day. This wind regime facilitates both the transport of pollutants from the city inland during the day and the transport of emissions from outside the city (such as biogenic precursors) towards the city during the night. It also agrees with the relatively higher monoterpene concentrations during the night (as shown in Fig. 2) , and the relatively higher SV-OOA concentrations during the night (Fig. 8) .
Jose-Luis Jimenez returned to the discussion of Kebin He's paper: From previous work on which I collaborated, on air quality during the Beijing Olympic Games, I understand that the emission area that affects Beijing is very large -at least a radius of 500km/1000km, -since ne aerosols are dominated by secondary species that are formed over such length scales. Thus a very large radius for the emission controls would have needed to obtain the reported results. What was the radius of the area where emissions control was applied around Beijing? Was it big enough to have an effect? Zongbo Shi answered: As the question described, the emission area that affects Beijing is very large. During the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Beijing and its ve neighboring administrative regions (i.e., Tianjin, Hebei, Shanxi, Shandong and Inner Mongolia) enacted strict emission control measures to improve the air quality. And many previous studies have indicated signicant reduction of air pollutants during the Beijing Olympic Games. For this study, as we elucidated in the paper, Henan province was also involved in the emission control action during the V-day Parade, besides the six regions we mentioned above. The radius of the area for emission controls is almost 500km-800km. We thought it was big enough to have an effect.
Urs Baltensperger inquired: I would expect that primary OA would react more rapidly to a change in emissions than the secondary OA, but your study shows the opposite -what are your thoughts on this?
Zongbo Shi answered: Thanks for the question. In this study, our monitoring site was located in the urban area of Beijing. While primary OA was mainly inuenced by local emission sources, secondary OA could react to emission changes on a large regional scale. In the paper, we have taken the cluster 1 case as an example to explain this. Consistent with the signicantly reduced VOC emissions of 58%-66% of southern Hebei, the concentration of secondary OA under cluster 1 decreased by 48% as a response to the regional emission control. For primary OA, it was also reduced by 48% in the cluster 1 case, mainly inuenced by local emissions.
Andreas Skouloudis said: In the emission control period for the Parade Blue, this work focused on the effects before and during this parade. However, it would be interesting to generalise this. Did you observe similar effects aerwards, and if this happened several years running, will draw the same conclusions?
Zongbo Shi answered: Thanks for the question. The periods aer this parade were much inuenced by high precipitation. Thus it may be not reasonable to explore the effects of emission control by comparing aerosol characteristics during and aer the parade. As the same emission control would not be continuously implemented for several years at this stage, I am not sure if we would draw the same conclusions. But the results concluded from this study are consistent with those from other two similar emission control periods, during the 
Aurélie Charron addressed María Cruz Minguillón: Have you considered the contribution of biofuels included in fuels to the amount of non-fossil carbon? As an example, I give you the average percentage of biofuels in French fuels -that is, 7% -although I do not know the gures for Spain.
María Cruz Minguillón replied: The biofuel use in Spain is very low (below 2%, according to the statistics of the DGT, the traffic authority in Spain), and this is true also for the study region. Hence we did not consider biofuels when doing the calculations and interpretations in our study. In case the use of biofuel increases, future studies should consider it. Some studies highlight the formation of SOA from biofuel vehicles. 1 To better understand how the use of biofuel affects the mixture of ambient OA in terms of fossil and nonfossil fractions, specic studies on the biofuel combustion emissions and aging are required. The primary emissions from biofuel vehicles are expected to be still partially fossil, given that the biofuel engines use lubricating oils, responsible for primary OA emissions. On the other hand, the SOA produced from the precursors emitted from biofuel vehicles would be non-fossil (or mainly non-fossil), considering that the precursors are compounds from the biofuel that have been released to the atmosphere by evaporation. On the other hand, the % of biofuel use, even if it is very low as stated, is not expected to change between the rst and the second periods of our study.
Matthew Hort returned to the discussion of Kebin He's paper: In the paper, you talk about the fact that the analysis was grouped by similar meteorological conditions. This is a very good thing to do and I am pleased to see it. However, it was not clear to me what time period had been used in dening the similar meteorology.
I also wondered what meteorological data had been used to draw the comparison. It seemed that a single point had been used. Depending on the relevant transport and possibly reaction times, it might mean that meteorology of the wider synoptic picture would be a better method for characterisation (i.e. as a single point can be the same under different wider conditions that may affect the trajectory of the air mass). Though this might be harder to dene, one possibly useful technique is the use of Lagrangian back trajectories.
Zongbo Shi replied: The procedure that we followed to select data populations with similar meteorological conditions has been described in detail in the second part of our results. Not only a single point was used for comparison. Briey speaking, local temperature, RH, wind speed and PBL height were very similar before and during the emission control period, as presented on page 10 of the paper. However, local wind direction was very different. Then we further used the back trajectory cluster analysis to select comparable conditions of wind direction and regional air mass transport. Finally, the cases of cluster 1 and cluster 3 following back trajectory analysis were selected. As shown in Fig. 4 , data populations under these two cases had similar weather conditions. 
Costas Sioutas responded: in LA we don't have much SOA derived from biogenic photo-oxidation; however, the DTT studies in Atlanta by Weber and Verma (and others) do indicate a relationship between biogenic SOA and DTT activity. Martin Shafer added: I don't believe our study can contribute substantially to furthering our understanding of the role of biogenic SOA versus anthropogenic SOA on the oxidative potential of the SOA as estimated with the DTT assay. Studies have clearly shown the role of anthropogenic SOA precursors (SO 2 ,N O x )o n biogenic SOA formation, and thus the oxidative potential of these PM/SOA components are intimately linked. That said, it is reasonable to expect that the oxidation products of biogenic precursors (isoprene, terpenes, etc.) may be more active in the DTT assay than the SOA from major anthropogenic sources. I would refer readers to Kramer et al. 1 and Chen et al., 2 and references cited within. Gary Fuller addressed Costas Sioutas: I'm really intrigued about the sub-story in the paper; the increase in abrasion products. These are traced by copper, barium, manganese in your study, so by abrasion do you mean brake wear? Can you account for it? We have found in some London roads that there is an increase in PM 10 despite a decrease in PM 2.5 (as shown in Fig. 1 ) -largely these are locations where we have an increase in heavy duty vehicles. Costas Sioutas answered: We do mean mostly tire wear -please read the related discussion in our paper.
Urs Baltensperger asked: I presented in my talk yesterday that the brake wear size distribution is such that most of its mass is found in the coarse or medium mode, and only a small fraction is found in the ne mode (see Visser et al. 1 ). So, could the brake wear effects that you see in the ne mode be due to a cross correlation with the traffic exhaust from exhaust pipes? Costas Sioutas responded: We don't necessarily agree with the statement that brake wear is in the coarse PM mode only -Ba as a tracer for brake wear almost exclusively comes from brake wear abrasion. 1 . Brake wear abrasion contributes to both ne and coarse PM. Several studies have shown that particles generated from brake wear abrasion in fact maximize at around 4 mm -for instance, the study of Ijima et al. brake abrasion, where the shapes of the distributions of ve metallic elements (Fe, Cu, Zn, Sb and Ba) were very similar to the total mass distribution of the brake abrasion dusts and had a mode of around 3-4 mm. This is also in line with the study of Harrison et al.
3 in which they took Ba as a tracer of brake dust -their scaled Ba representative of brake abrasion also showed a peak at around 4 mm and a smaller peak in the PM 2.5 range. A study by Ntziachristos et al. also showed that "Most elements fall into two distinct concentration proles with particle size. One should also take into account the effect of brake pad materials itself in contributing to size-fractionated PM emission. The brake dust proles which Schauer et al. reported 7 were for semimetallic and low-metallic brake pads. The semimetallic and low-metallic designations are types of brake pads discussed in the literature, but the range of actual brake pad formulations on the market is vast. They reported their proles for PM 10 and PM 2.5 . Interestingly, the contribution of low metallic brake pads to PM 2.5 (13.2 mg g À1 brake dust PM) was about 2.3 times higher than for PM 10 (5.8 13.2 mg g À1 brake dust PM). However, for semimetallic ones they were more or less comparable (13.4 and 14.2 for PM 2.5 and PM 10 , respectively).
In our own work on source apportionment of metals in the ultrane size range in LA, 8 we state that, "While road dust has been identied as a major source of coarse particle emissions (Amato et al.; 9 Pakbin et al.
10
), other studies have consistently been reporting road dust emissions originating from tire-pavement interactions to be present in the smaller size fractions as well, with mass mean particle diameters between 15 and 50 nm (Dahl et al.; 11 Gustafsson et al. 12, 13 )."
Eben Cross asked: The composition of fuel and lubricant additives include metal species that overlap with the non-tailpipe chemical emission prole characterized here. Can the authors comment on how potential exhaust-derived metal contributions are separated from non-tailpipe sources?
Costas Sioutas responded: That's a good point when it comes to species such as Zn, CU etc,; however, Ba is a very reliable tracer of brake wear.
Markus Kalberer inquired of Costas Sioutas and Martin Shafer: I have a general question to both of you -you have DCFH measurements on one hand, and DTT assays on the other, while some groups use biological measurements instead. So there are many different methods to use in trying to come up with a metric for oxidative potential. What's your opinion on which is best?
Costas Sioutas answered: I am in no position to offer an informed response, since I have not evaluated carefully each of these methods individually and using evaluation metrics that are yet to be dened; I can at least speak for DTT, for which we have evidence of correlations with health effects observed in human panel studies.
Martin Shafer added: Our ROS measurements are biologically based (using alveolar macrophages) and in our opinion incorporating "biology" in increasingly relevant models is key to advancing oxidative potential metrics. The issue really is less the specic ROS probe, and more the complexity of the biological model and how close a surrogate it is for the functioning of human systems. Multi-cellular in-vitro models likely provide a more robust predictive capability. That said, in going aer the integrated oxidative potential (in whatever model), a general probe like DCFH is most useful. If pathway analysis is needed, then less effort should be placed on characterizing specic ROS species, but instead focus should be on expression/production of pathway characteristic signaling molecules (cytokines, chemokines, etc.).
Urs Baltensperger commented: I do not believe that we will be able to describe biological effects on human beings with just a single assay. This means we need to run a variety of tests in order to see which combination provides us with the best possible answer. Here I would love to see closer collaboration between chemists and biologists to come up with a combined and more complete picture of what is going on, and then in the future possibly try to reduce the number of assays.
Xavier Querol addressed Costas Sioutas and Martin Shafer: Thanks a lot for your excellent presentations and papers. Two questions; rstly, did you evaluate if the higher ROS of the ne versus coarse fraction is soened if you normalise the ROS by the surface area of these fractions? Or do you think that the higher ROS is due to the differences in chemical composition and oxidation state, of the two fractions? Secondly, I observed in tables of the paper relating to European cities that ROS was highly correlated for the coarser fraction with a group of elements of typically crustal origin (Ca, Ti, Mg, Al, and specially K, the latter in the coarser fraction being usually associated with minerals more than biomass burning). The correlation is better for these than for other typically ROS-associated trace metals. However, as we move to ner fractions the correlation decreases. What do you interpret as being the causes for this?
Costas Sioutas replied: We did not reach conclusive results by normalising ROS vs. surface area, but this can be done with specic surface area measurements.
Martin Shafer responded: Thank you for your insightful comments. We did not examine the potential inuence of surface area normalization on the specic activity of the PM size classes -primarily because, as noted in your comments, a large fraction of the PM mass (and an even larger fraction of the ROS activity) in the PM 3 size class (and a somewhat smaller fraction in the larger size classes) was water soluble. This is fundamentally driven by a contrast in chemical composition of the size-classes. Additionally, particle phagocytosis is a primary initiating step in ROS generation in our macrophage model, and this process is relatively insensitive to particle size (within some limits).
The contrast in ROS activity across PM size classes reects the net effect of several factors, including major differences in chemical composition, water solubility and mechanisms of uptake/interaction with the macrophages. The specic activity (i.e. mass normalized) of the PM 3 fraction is actually signicantly greater (more than 2-fold) than PM 7-3 and over 4-fold greater than the supercoarse fraction. This likely reects a greater contribution from soluble higher activity organic species such as SOA, some contribution from soluble transition metals, and "dilution" of the specic activity of larger PM by relatively inactive components. The chemical species correlations in the larger size fractions likely reect only secondarily the chemical composition but more importantly the greater insoluble fraction (which effectively means crustal material -thus the enhanced correlation with Ca, Ti, Mg, Al, K). Macrophages are particularly sensitive to particulates "themselves", which are strong initiators of the respiratory burst upon phagocytosis. The chemical components with which Ca, Mg and K are associated in the ne PM are different to those in the coarser fractions and are signicantly more soluble. These elements are inherently non-reactive, thus the ROS correlation with these elements in the ne fraction "dissolves".
With regards to the nding of a higher specic activity of PM at the background sites, we hypothesize a greater contribution of higher activity organic SOA components at these sites.
Xavier Querol replied to Martin Shafer: I agree with this, but this does not answer my question, because what you have found is a correlation between ROS
and Ca in the coarse fraction, and no correlation or even negative correlation of these two parameters in the ne fraction. And why is ROS more correlated in the coarse fraction with K than with classical ROS-related metals? Roy Harrison remarked: I have been interested in these in vitro tests of particle toxicity for many years. I convened a meeting in London almost 10 years ago which was attended by leading international workers, including Professor Sioutas. This le me deeply sceptical over the value of the tests and I have not had reason to change my view since. Martin's paper raises a number of important issues. Firstly, the tests using a measure of exposure (e.g. the DTT assay) do not correlate with those giving a measure of effect (e.g. the TNF alpha measurement), hence I wonder if the exposure tests are telling us anything useful. Work that I have done in this eld collaborating with Professor Frank Kelly of Kings College London uses a simulated lung uid and looks at depletion of anti-oxidant in the lung uid. This shows the greatest activity in the coarse particle fraction at roadside which is in complete contrast to Martin's results. Clearly, the Kings College test is being driven by very different factors from the DTT assay. These kinds of inconsistencies come up quite widely. Also, the spatial distribution of activity in Martin's results is most unexpected. Since the urban background aerosol is typically a mixture of the regional background with urban emissions, one would expect its activity to lie between the rural and street samples, but in Martin's data it shows the highest oxidative potential per unit mass, which is highly counter-intuitive. My other concern beyond the lack of correlation of the results of different tests of oxidative potential is that there is a scarcity of evidence of clinically signicant effects in human populations. This is critical to establishing the value of such tests.
Costas Sioutas replied: I will send you one of our papers 1 in which we clearly demonstrate the strong association between these assays and biomarkers of systemic inammation in human subjects in LA. Xavier Querol added: I remember a paper by the Sioutas team where they found more ROS in the LA pollution plume than in the city, and they attributed this to ROS of SOA.
Urs Baltensperger remarked: We know that a large fraction of the atmospheric aerosol is water soluble, so for anything water soluble the surface area is not relevant. The same is true for the number concentration. This needs to be taken into account when searching for additional metrics that could describe the health effects of aerosols.
Xavier Querol responded: I agree, but I am still convinced that surface area might have a role here, because when we applied a DNA array assay to ne and coarse fractions and we normalised these by surface area, differences were reduced. Many PM components having a high ROS effect, such as metallic species and PAH for example, are not water-soluble.
Neil Donahue commented: I agree with Urs that surface area may be irrelevant when most of the material on ne particles is water soluble. However, I can easily hypothesize a situation where the urban background could show the highest toxicity. The organic fraction evolves dynamically, and if relatively short-lived rst-or second-generation oxidation products are the most toxic, we would see the greatest toxicity some time aer emission. That could be the urban background.
Tzer-Ren Ho asked Martin Shafer: did you measure the cellular viability of the macrophage when exposed to the aerosols? Exposure time is only two hours, so cells may have undergone apoptosis but not be dead -this might explain why the TNF alpha results don't correlate to the ROS results. In my results, when I exposed cells to diesel exhaust particles some of the cells did die, which might have affected your results in this case.
Martin Shafer responded: We have measured plasma membrane integrity with either PI or Sytox green uorescent probes. These probes of cell viability (not necessarily apoptosis) show no indication of NR8383 cell death at a 2 h exposure time in most of the samples that we have examined. In addition, our detailed dose-response exposure protocol is designed to detect sub-lethal toxicity, and if such non-linearities are observed data at those concentrations are not included in the slope analysis. If necessary, exposures are repeated at more dilute concentrations to ensure that the dose-response line is adequately predicted. The generally poor correlation between the TNF alpha data and ROS in this data set is likely the result of several factors, including (a) a contrast in the kinetic proles of ROS and cytokine induction, (b) a much stronger preference of particulate phases over soluble phases for TNF alpha expression in comparison with ROS generation, and (c) a smaller cytokine dataset in comparison with the ROS dataset in this study.
Tzer-Ren Ho remarked: One of the ways to be sure is to use annexin V staining during ow cytometry, to ensure cells are not undergoing apoptosis Martin Shafer answered: Yes, that is a good suggestion. We have considered this protocol, but it would require some modication to our exposure media (and added uncertainty) as a result of the sensitivity of this stain to calcium concentrations. While we believe apoptosis is probably not a signicant issue in our cell model and exposure protocols (as mentioned in my response to your previous question), it is something we will consider evaluating in on-going studies.
Markus Kalberer said: I have a comment regarding Roy Harrison's remark on the seeming inconsistencies of the different assays. We have tried the DCFH assays as well as determining ascorbic acid consumption of aerosol extracts. There will be different reactivity for different assays depending on what you throw at them -for example, ascorbic acid is easily oxidised by transition metals, but you can add milligrams of OAs to it and it won't react. Secondly, I have a comment to Neil Donahue regarding short lived components -this relates to the poster which we have presented at this Discussion, where we try to convert the DCFH methodology to an online method so we can measure within a couple of seconds. This could be a strategy to follow up, to get a more consistent picture.
Andreas Wahner returned to the discussion of Costas Sioutas' paper: you showed in your studies that you identied certain fractions of aerosols to be reactive in your test on oxidative potential. Did you also conrm with articial aerosols that they give the same results and in similar quantities? For example, could you use just aerosols from brakes?
Costas Sioutas replied: We haven't done tests with articial brake aerosols -for more information I refer you to Shuster-Meiseles et al. 1 and Zhao et al. Urs Baltensperger addressed Martin Shafer: You showed in your talk that you found spatially quite a uniform oxidative activity across Europe, while other people see substantially higher activity in street canyons than at urban background sites. I guess you must have come up with some kind of hypothesis to explain this?
Martin Shafer answered: It was uniform within a general factor of 5 when expressed in terms of air concentrations (activity per volume of air), and a bit more uniform when normalized to PM mass. And yes, in general the "background" sites exhibited comparable activity (or higher when normalized to PM mass) to the urban canyon sites. Our working hypothesis is that the PM at the background sites are reecting a signicantly higher fraction of intrinsically higher activity PM components. SOA from urban emissions formed on time-scales of multiple hours and SOA transported into the urban air-shed from more rural regions is a likely candidate. This hypothesis is supported by our observation of the generally poor correlation of the PM 3 elemental species typically considered as vehicle emission tracers with ROS and DTT activities.
Urs Baltensperger remarked:
We have shown at PSI in our smog chamber that with the formation of secondary organic aerosol the ROS concentration increases substantially, regardless of the precursor type. So secondary aerosol will denitely contribute to the toxicity.
Roy Harrison addressed Costas Sioutas: One big unsolved question in this eld
is the fact that assays of this kind, and human challenge studies, attribute low toxicity to sulphate. But many epidemiological studies show sulphate as showing the strongest correlation with mortality and adverse outcomes. Could it be that actually sulphate is a surrogate for low volatility SOA, and it's actually SOA that's driving this toxicity?
Costas Sioutas replied: Indeed, sulfate could be a surrogate of SOA.
Martin Shafer added: I agree with Prof. Harrison's observation/analysis that assays of this type generally indicate that sulfate has little or no ROS activity, and that is not unexpected from a biochemistry perspective. In fact, in the large number of eld studies in which we have performed these ROS assays, sulfate at best shows no positive correlation with ROS, and in several studies is anticorrelated. So while the interpretation of epidemiological data in terms of chemical drivers is complex, I do not disagree with the hypothesis that sulfate may indeed be acting as a surrogate for SOA in these models, particularly for large spatial scale studies with a mix of rural and urban samples.
William Brune commented: There are a few studies of air pollution effects on humans that are being done using human subjects, including studies of inhalation of diesel exhaust. These studies are much more expensive than studies with cells and it can be hard to nd volunteers, but these studies are being done.
Tzer-Ren Ho said to Martin Shafer: If you look at the sputum obtained from sputum challenge, you can nd macrophages and dendritic cells in the upper airways as well, so you can denitely nd them there. Henceforth, particles that deposit in the upper airways cannot be disregarded.
Martin Shafer replied: I don't believe there is much disagreement on this fact, though mucus can be escalated up the respiratory tract from quite deep in the lungs. The toxicity of coarse PM may also speak to the fact that upper airway processes cannot be ignored.
William Brune asked: Following up on Neil Donahue's comment about oxygenated hydrocarbons in particles being important for air pollution impacts on human health, do you think that the way that you collect the particles for analysis can affect their chemical composition and thus their impact on human health? If the particle chemical composition is degraded, how do you deal with this?
Martin Shafer replied: Most likely -that is the case with nearly all commonly implemented eld techniques for aerosol sampling. Quantifying that potential bias is very challenging and requires both new approaches for PM collection and new tools that are sensitive to the speciation relevant to human health. On the inorganic side, chemical speciation (e.g. oxidation state), not chemical composition, is the biggest concern and we (and others) are developing and implementing techniques that will address this for the primary elements of concern. On the organic compound side, our analytical tools have advanced to the point where relevant species quantication is likely not the limiting factor in addressing collection biases -one must build these tools into studies comparing eld collection methods and proxies for human health impacts. Obviously we take great care to minimize post-collection biases by freezing and in many recent studies (including the European Aerosol Study) sealing the lter in air-impermeable, nitrogen purged bags. Signicant efforts are being dedicated to developing more sensitive assays that can be used with much shorter time-integrated samples (1-2 hours, where potential speciation biases are likely to be much smaller). Novel tools for collection of aerosol PM for health studies are being developed that collect and concentrate PM directly into aqueous media (or even culture media) on time scales of an hour, and couple this with near-real time chemical characterization. Our group has several publications where these novel approaches are detailed. On an encouraging note, the limited toxicological data from these novel methods appears to conrm the integrity and validity of 24-hour integrated lter samples. But clearly more directed study is essential.
Costas Sioutas added: This is an important issue and obviously we thought about it -we have conducted a detailed characterization of our PM in all of our publications and have shown that the chemical composition is very similar to that measured by reference samplers (USEPA frm) sampling in parallel.
Neil Donahue said: My mental model is that there are many toxicants in ne particles, with different dose responses, and that the overall toxicity is some sort of combination of these effects. There is no magic bullet. However, I have always been puzzled why particles seem to be especially toxic. Is there any evidence that particles deposited on cells more or less overwhelm individual cells or groups in ways that the same amount of vapor, distributed across the lung, could not?
Costas Sioutas responded: Neil, as you know we have discussed this and indeed it could be the foundation of an interesting series of inhalation experiments whereby we provide an atmosphere containing SVOC in their particle phase and the same amount/concentration of SVOC in the gas/vapor phase to see how different the results might be. We developed/modied our VACES concentrators to do just this experiment, but never got a chance to carry it out -see our paper discussing VACES modication. 
of assays will be required. Direct comparisons between particles, water soluble components of those particles, and vapor forms of the particulate species are difficult to construct, let alone interpret. Such experiments would be extremely interesting and valuable and new tools may allow us to do this with environmentally relevant PM/SVOC species. But, yes there is literature indicating that alveolar response is especially sensitive to particulates. This may reect the mode in which invading particulates are dealt with in the airways -usually by recruitment of macrophages to the PM. Phagocytosis of the particles is a powerful initiator of the oxidative stress cascade, a pathway that would not be expressed with a similar mass of vapor.
AndréPrévôt inquired: It's intriguing that the ROS activity per mass is so much lower at the urban canyon than the urban background. Could you look at the mass balance, especially for the small particle size, to see whether the road emissions contribute anything? Can you work this out from the data?
Martin Shafer responded: It would be conceptually possible to source apportion the ROS (e.g. using the approach we used in our previous work 1 ). And we may attempt to do so in a planned follow-up manuscript; however, we cannot at this stage dene explicitly the road emissions contribution. There is little doubt though that primary road emissions do contribute to the ROS burden as evidenced in numerous roadside studies and in studies of tailpipe, brake, tire, and roadway dust source samples.
William Brune addressed Martin Shafer and Urs Baltensperger :I may have missed this in the published literature, but are there scatter plots of ROS versus an indicator of aerosol particle oxidation, such as perhaps O:C ratio? Martin Shafer responded: I'm not aware of published correlations between metrics of the bulk oxidation status/state of the aerosol particle and macrophagebased ROS or DTT. Oxygen is rarely if ever quantied in the PM and though theoretically derivable from detailed organics analysis, I suspect the uncertainty would be large. Several papers have examined correlations of ROS with specic organic components or fractions of OC that could potentially serve as surrogates of the oxidation status of the PM and depending upon the ROS indicator, correlations of reasonable signicance are observed. However most of these studies were not specically designed to address this issue and confounding with other variables contributes to high uncertainty. Even less work has been published examining the relationships between oxidation status of redox active metals in the PM and ROS and this is an area that we are exploring in on-going research.
Urs Baltensperger responded: We did not publish a scatter plot, but we showed the temporal evolution of the normalized ROS concentration (ROS concentration Markus Kalberer said: You discussed a possible link between O:C ratios in organic aerosols and the response of biological assays. One should be very careful in interpreting such correlations. One of these assays, DCFH, is very sensitive to hydrogen peroxide but not at all to carboxylic acids, even though these functional groups have the same number of oxygens. I would call to go back to more basic laboratory experiments to characterise these assays with different aerosols, rather than doing more eld experiments where everything is extremely complex.
Martin Shafer answered: I concur (nearly) completely with your comments. Clearly the utility of bulk O:C ratios in the context of ROS/DCFH sensitivity must be interpreted with appropriate circumspection. And much can/should be done in the lab with well-dened aerosols (and controlled "aged" aerosols) to understand the response (and utility) of a broad range of in vitro assays. Field studies do have a place, if only to provide context and limits to lab studies. Also deconstructing (in the lab) actual eld aerosol to provide information on the activity of specicPM components (using targeted physical/chemical "separation" tools) can actually be quite powerful and relevant.
Rachel Dunmore opened a general discussion of the paper by Christian Ehlers: You state that a GC instrument was specically designed to be able to measure C8-C16 VOCs; could you provide a justication for this statement? Specically, details of the sampling and analysis method for the larger carbon number VOCs. Also, what was the sensitivity of this instrument for C11 VOCs (i.e. n-undecane) in your calibration standard versus that of a smaller carbon number VOC (such as pentane)? Fig. 2 , which is taken from our own work, shows a reconstituted 1D GC chromatogram from a winter ClearfLo GCxGC chromatogram (using Zoex GC Image soware) with three major aromatics and the C8-C12 n-alkanes identied. The majority of the material in between these is made up of other aliphatic compounds, with a few aromatics and oxygenated compounds. Without the addition of GCXGC the additional aliphatic material, made up of many low concentration isomers, is hard to quantify and aer 45 min appears as an increasing baseline with a small number of peaks. With the GCxGC chromatogram, it was possible to quantify this other VOC loading and separate the contribution from grouped aliphatic, aromatic and oxygenated compounds. For example, in winter in London, the average mixing ratio for n-undecane was 397 pptv (cf. toluene 635 ppt) while the average for the grouped C11 aliphatics was 459 pptv. 1 This additional aliphatic material would be impossible to quantify using the 1D chromatogram alone. Did you make any estimation of the other aliphatic VOCs in addition to the n-alkane?
Christian Ehlers replied: The GC instrument was originally developed to analyze sesquiterpenes and monoterpene compounds. It consists of a thermodesorption system combined with a cold injection system where the components are refocused (TDS, Gerstel, Mülheim). The compounds are separated on a 60 DB1-column before they are detected by FID and MS (Agilent, MSD 5975c). The adsorption tubes were desorbed at 320 C. The transfer lines were held at 300 C and the column was ramped to its maximum temperature of 320 C to prevent losses of high boiling compounds. Compounds lighter than octane are not completely retained in the focusing unit. When sampling diesel exhaust a large number of peaks between decane and tetradecane were observed which appear as a baseline increase in the FID signal. By using the single ion traces in the mass spectrometer it was possible to deconvolute the compound mix which consists of straight chained alkanes, and single and double methyl substituted alkanes as well as substituted cyclohexanes. Also, substituted benzenes, naphthalenes and decalins were found. Still, the total FID signal of compounds larger than dodecane was low compared to the lighter compounds.
Alison Tomlin opened a general discussion of the paper by James Lee: Even in the interpretation of the measurements it seems that you are using a model: e.g. to calculate the relevant footprint. Can you be sure that the remaining discrepancy (following the update of the emissions inventory) is due to an inventory problem and is not due to sensitivities to other model parameters? One parameter which may be important is the assumed roughness length for each city neighbourhood. The method of Drew et al. that you cited in your paper does not account for heterogeneous building heights and therefore is likely to underestimate roughness lengths and displacement heights for London's central region, based on the work of Millward Hopkins et al. 1 Can you comment on the sensitivity to these surface aerodynamic parameters?
James Lee responded: This is a good point. Our footprint model is dependent on a variety of factors, including the roughness length, which as is pointed out we have taken from the Drew et al. 2011 paper. 1 We appreciate the comment that there are other measures of roughness length for urban areas and that the measurement we use may be an underestimate. We have now carried out a sensitivity study of our footprint model to roughness length by doubling the value we use. This does indeed cause a reduction in our footprint area and thus an increase in the NO x emission from the inventory for central London. This data is shown in Fig. 3 . In central London the ratio is reduced from about 1.5 to 1.35, although in the outer London zones the ratio is actually increased from around 1.05 to 1.15. This shows the importance of having the correct roughness length for the interpretation of our results, and we will work on using the best possible data in our future work. (Fig 11) , based on the updated HBEFA3.2 database that now also includes RDE. Yet, a closer look at these gures suggests that the NO x emission inventory drops about 60% faster than NO x concentrations during the discussed time period. Your statement therefore implies (1) either signicant emissions of NO x from other sectors in German cities, that have not declined or increased, (2) a signicant increase of advected NO x over German cities (e.g. due to agricultural activities) or (3) a signicant change of other processes leading to lower atmospheric loss rates of NO x in German cities (e.g. atmospheric oxidation, deposition, conversion to HNO3, alkylnitrates, PANs etc.). I would think that (1) is the most realistic; but in this case I was wondering whether you can really assume that a major fraction of NO x in German cities really originates from sources other than traffic. Another possibility would be that even updated bottom-up emission inventories still largely underpredict urban NO x from traffic related emission sources, questioning the reliability of these bottom-up models due to inherent uncertainties of the upscaling approach.
Christian Ehlers answered: For urban areas we would not expect other important sources of NO x apart from traffic emissions. We would rather expect that even the updated emission inventories are still underestimating the emission factors.
Tim Wallington asked James Lee: Wouldn't the simplest explanation for the discrepancy in downtown London be that you're underestimating "other" emissions aside from traffic? James Lee replied: This is a possible explanation. However, as even in central London traffic is estimated to account for around 80% of the NO x source, it would need the other sources to be severely underestimated (by a factor of several) to bring the inventory in agreement with the measurement. We believe this is unlikely to be the case and therefore think traffic emissions are likely to be the main source of error in the inventory.
Marliyyah Mahmood asked Christian Ehlers: Did you measure and if so what are, the minimum and maximum concentrations of the local ozone production?
Christian Ehlers replied: The comparison to eld observations was not done explicitly for the data shown in our paper. In principle, the local ozone production rate can be determined by measurements of RO x and NO concentrations. Such observations were done from our institute in urban and sub-urban regimes in China and in the vicinity of Berlin and Freiburg. We know from past campaigns using the RO x LIF technique that in environments with large R_VOC (above 10 s À1 ) and small NO x (in the NO x limited regime) OH is underestimated by our models. 1 In these environments the concentration of HO 2 seems to be correctly calculated by our models (see Hofzumahaus et al 2 ). In the R_VOC regime below 5s À1 , the ozone production rate was calculated from direct measurements of peroxy radical and NO concentrations using the MIESR technique. 3 The observed O3 production rate showed a strong increase with a NO mixing ratio between 0.1 and 0.3 ppb, where P(O 3 ) reached a maximum value of 8 ppb h À1 . The dependence of P(O 3 ) on NO at mixing ratios below 0.3 ppb had a positive slope of 53 ppb h À1 per ppb NO. Above 0.5 ppb NO the rate of ozone production decreased linearly with a slope of 3.3 ppb h À1 per ppb NO. These experimental data were explicitly compared to model calculations (MCM 3.1) showing good agreement. That gives us reason to believe that our current models can calculate the local ozone production rate from RO x + NO, but not the degradation rate of VOCs by OH in the NO x limited regime. Franz Geiger opened a general discussion of the paper by David Carslaw: The comment about diesel traffic being unique in central London made me think about the ongoing efforts to increase the share of biodiesel in transportation fuels. How do you think transitioning into biodiesel might affect air quality in London?
David Carslaw answered: For the issues covered in our paper, i.e. NO x and NO2 emissions and concentrations, I do not think that a move to using more biodiesel would make much difference. There could, however, be greater effects on the concentrations of other species such as acetaldehyde.
Francis Pope remarked: Are the vehicle age dependent changes in the NO2:NO x ratio accompanied by changes in the total NO x emissions? Also, are the changing NO2:NO x ratios accompanied by changes in the CO and particulate matter emissions?
David Carslaw responded: We nd there has been essentially no change in total NO x emissions for Euro 4/5 diesel passenger cars with vehicle age, as shown in Fig. 4 below. The CO data for diesel vehicles do not show obvious variation with vehicle age, although the data are noisier. We do not have data for particle emissions.
Paul Monks said to Christian Ehlers: Given that the VOC to NO x reactivity has changed so markedly over the last 10 years, from about 70% reacting with VOC and 30% with NO 2 to about the opposite situation, would you imagine there would be more HNO 3 formed?
Christian Ehlers responded: The changes in the reactivity contributions of VOC and NO x which were observed over the past years would lead to the assumption that more HNO 3 can be formed. Up to now we have not measured HNO 3 with our mobile laboratory, but we are considering investigating this topic in the future.
Astrid Kiendler-Scharr added: It has to be pointed out in the rst place, that while the relative contribution of NO x to OH reactivity in urban environments has increased, both the VOC-and NO x -reactivity have decreased. It seems unlikely that this would result in an increase in HNO 3 formation.
Andreas Skouloudis addressed James Lee: It's interesting that you have this measuring campaign using an aircra. These campaigns are very expensive but I wish we could have this. My question is: what made you select July as the date for this campaign and not winter? What would your conclusions mean for the annual emissions?
James Lee responded: We chose July as it was a month where we were most likely to get good weather. Conducting low ights over land requires no low cloud and so we decided that this was the best time of year to go for. We would also have found it difficult to y within the boundary layer in winter, making ux measurements impossible. Funding restrictions did not allow us to conduct two separate campaigns at different times of year. We agree that ideally sampling should take place at different times of year in order to compare measurements with the annual estimate of inventories, however as we were not able to do this we used scaling factors to scale the inventory output to the time of year, day of week and time of day that the measurements were taken (as referenced in our paper).
Tim Murrells said: I value these discussions on the emissions inventory. One thing that is quite clear is that it's crucial to indicate what version of the national inventory you're comparing against. There clearly is an inconsistency with the national inventory's estimates for London, which should be addressed. Some of the differences are due to the fact that the NAEI is an inventory based on national data and trends, which is spatially distributed using some local data. The eet in London is quite unique. We have been treating London in some more detail in more recent inventory versions using eet data from TfL, although probably still not as much detail as used in the London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory. Most national inventories use the same source of emission factors, although databases of emission factors can be parameterised in different ways. I believe that the German inventory uses factors from HBEFA which are of the same origin as the COPERT factors used in the UK inventory, namely from the European ERMES source. These are published sources of factors specically designed for national inventories. Both sources represent real-world emission factors, but factors for Euro 5 and later vehicles are based on tests done on a relatively small number of vehicles and none of the factors take into account recent remote sensing data. I note that the enhanced LAEI uses factors derived from remote sensing as well as more detailed traffic data which would explain the better agreement with your observations. Variability in NO x and primary NO 2 emissions between vehicles with different technologies, but made to the same Euro standard, can be large and this makes it difficult to represent in an inventory without detailed knowledge of the local vehicle eet. Another key point when making comparisons between measurements and inventories is how emission factors were parameterised. The NAEI uses simple relationships between average vehicle speed and emission factor which works alright on a national scale, but is not an ideal approach for modelling emissions on a more local scale and on specic roads. Here, a more dynamic vehicle emission simulation model to estimate emissions at a greater time and spatial resolution along lengths of a road would be better, but requires more detailed traffic data.
Gary Fuller addressed David Carslaw: Thanks, David, for the excellent paper. You present your ndings as a change in primary NO 2 emissions leading to a repartitioning of NO and NO 2 . Looking at London roadside measurements (2010-2014 inclusive) we have seen that about 2/3 of roads have decreasing NO 2 , in agreement with your ndings (see Fig. 5 ). However, in these places there's an approximate 1 : 1 correspondence with decreasing NO x suggesting that NO 2 is being preferentially abated rather than simply emitted as NO. Can you offer insights on this from your review of the technologies? Additionally, in about 1/4 of roads we see increases in both NO x and NO 2 which suggests that NO 2 might not have peaked everywhere. David Carslaw answered: Thank you for your interesting question. Overall I think there is considerable site-to-site variation in both the trends and the NO 2 / NO x ratios from vehicles, as your work nicely shows. One of the key inuences for London I believe is the bus eet, which is both large and highly variable with respect to NO x -and particularly NO 2 emissions. Our earlier paper 1 shows that there is a considerable variation in NO 2 emissions from the London bus eet; from almost zero direct NO 2 up to about 40% of the total NO x . Because bus technologies tend to be associated with specic bus routes, this has the effect of adding additional variation to the estimated NO 2 /NO x ratios for ambient measurements close to London roads. It is challenging, however, to robustly link vehicle ow and type information on individual road links with observed changes and variations in NO x and NO 2 concentrations. The approach in our paper has therefore focused on determining the overall effects, while acknowledging there is site-to-site variation that is captured well in your work. Finally, it has become increasingly challenging to make these linkages due to the much wider range of engine and aertreatment technologies used on vehicles. Francis Pope inquired of James Lee: Have you compared your NO x observations with leaf area index or other proxies of plant density? Is there any evidence that plants increase the dry deposition of NO x ? James Lee replied: We have not specicallylookedatleafareaindex.Itispossible that there could be net deposition of NO x in areas of London such as the parks, where there is little anthropogenic emission. However, our ux footprint is signi-cantly larger than the area of a single park and thus we believe that any deposition of NO x to plant surfaces within this will be insignicant compared to the emissions. William Brune addressed Christian Ehlers: You showed the ozone isopleth diagram with NO x and VOCs axes and the paths that a pollution plume might take through it. Can you think of a way to do an experiment to test if these paths are really what happens in the atmosphere?
Christian Ehlers responded: The path shown in the paper is a hypothetical pathway for an air-parcel originating from a pollution hotspot in an urban area and ending up in a forest. The starting point as well as the end-point in the forest can be related to measurements in the corresponding regions. The path inbetween is based on two assumptions: starting from a pollution hotspot, a plume will be diluted while passing over an urban background region. Dilution here means mixing-in of air containing very much lower concentrations from the background (we have chosen RVOC ¼ 3s À1 and RNO 2 ¼ 0.2 s À1 ). This will inuence both the VOC and the NO 2 concentrations in an equal manner. So for the rst part the trajectory is following a dilution path almost approaching background conditions. Entering a region with biogenic inuence, the VOC reactivity will rise due to the biogenic emissions. A further clarication of the assumed path could be done by either installing a network of measuring stations or using a mobile laboratory. In both cases the effort would be high, as not only NO x measurements but also specied VOC measurements from a mobile-system would be needed to obtain the required time resolution. In the future our mobile laboratory could be used for such a study, following the wind from a pollution source to the endpoint in the forest, because we are working towards such a mobile GC system. It is proposed to complement this type of investigation by releasing an appropriate tracer to track the specic air parcels on their way. Dwayne Heard commented: When you calculated the ozone production you allowed the model to run for 10 min to allow NO, NO 2 and OH radicals to reach a quasi-steady state. Did you vary this at all to investigate any inuence of the value on the results? Also did you compare the calculated OH concentrations for the various combinations of VOC and NO x OH reactivities with any previous eld measurements of OH at suitable locations?
Christian Ehlers answered: We tried two different pathways: a) we used a traffic-VOC-mix and a biogenic-VOC-mix dominated by isoprene with 10 min time scale, and b) we used time scales between 5 and 15 min to test the attainability of the quasi-steady state. When all important boundary conditions (HCHO/ R_VOC ratio, CO/R_VOC ratio, O 3 ,H 2 O, temperature, H 2 O 2 , HONO, J values, k(NO 2 +OH), k(O 3 +NO)) were matched, the results were very similar. Regarding your second question on comparison to eld observations -please refer to my response to the question from Marliyyah Mahmood.
Louisa Kramer commented: You mention in the paper that ambient NO 2 was detected aer conversion to NO using either a molybdenum converter or a photolytic converter. Were the photolytic converters used to replace the molybdenum converters in the ambient monitors? Or were they used in different monitors? Given that molybdenum converters are known to convert other nitrogen oxide species, resulting in an overestimation of NO 2 , would this have a large impact on your results? Christian Ehlers responded: For all the measurements, photolytic converters were used. For the measurements located close to the emission sources, one would not expect the molybdenum converters to cause a substantial artifact. Substances causing such artifacts are not emitted from traffic in large amounts but produced photochemically. As a consequence the artifact will be largest in rural regions and not in urban areas.
Ruth Purvis asked: Please could you explain your techniques for measuring the heavier weight hydrocarbons more fully, especially the sampling systems? Have the losses due to sampling systems (WAS vs. tubes vs. online) been investigated? As there is discussion as to whether these heavier weight hydrocarbons are actually seen in diesel emissions, are there any plans for a comparison with other measurement systems to rule out instrument error?
Christian Ehlers replied: The exhaust was sampled onto carbotrap cartridges to analyse heavier compounds. The cartridges were heated up to 320 C for desorption in a thermodesorber (Gerstel, Mülheim, Germany). Before separation the compounds where refocussed on cooled empty glass liners which were heated to 350 C for desorption. Transfer lines were held at a temperature of 300 Ct o avoid compound losses. Liners and transfer lines were passivated with SilcoNert 2000 (SilTek, Bad Homburg, Germany). The separation was performed on a 60 m x 0.25 mm DB1 capillary column which was heated to 320 C. One sample was analysed by both GCs and compared to direct OH loss measurement using laser induced uorescence (LIF). Here the observed OH loss rate could be explained by the total contribution of the individual compounds measured. Christian Ehlers responded: Regarding petrol vehicles, the VOC emissions can be attributed to cold start conditions and conditions where the catalytic converter is not working at full efficiency. Here a heating system for the catalyst could increase the efficiency and reduce the VOC emissions. The VOC emissions from new diesel vehicles are quite low and possible further means of reduction will have less effect on atmospheric VOC concentration. For the NO x emissions, selective catalytic reduction systems as they are used for EURO6 diesel vehicles could be further improved to reduce emissions. For petrol cars these systems could reduce the NO x emissions in the same way. One point which should be regarded for all the possible emission-reduction systems is the energy consumption of these systems which will in consequence increase the CO 2 emissions of such a vehicle.
Roy
Harrison asked: Does this work inform us as to what the best strategy would be for the EU to adopt to control tropospheric ozone?
Christian Ehlers responded: In this study we calculated ozone production rates for air-masses close to the pollution sources and the pathway of the dilution to a biogenically dominated environment. The results of our calculation show that the decrease in the VOC/NO x ratio resulted in decreasing ozone production rates for the regions close to the source and, as a consequence, a decrease of the highest peak concentrations of ozone. The results of this study showed a decreasing ozone production rate related to lower VOC/NO x ratios for the urban areas. In rural regions where VOC emissions are biogenically dominated the effect could be opposite.
William Bloss said: Is there any signicant inuence from trends in background ozone levels on the modelled NO 2 abundance (NO x speciation) for a given emission over the 1-2 decade timescale being explored?
Christian Ehlers replied: The background ozone trend seems to be small (see Fig. 1 in our paper) even on an 20-year time scale. But the NO x speciation near traffic emissions is strongly inuenced by the NO/NO 2 ratio from the car eet and by the total concentration of NO x reached at the hot-spots. Close to those hotspots ozone is typically small and NO very large, sometimes larger than NO 2 .Aswe explained in the paper, Fig. 26 was calculated without taking these effects into consideration. The ozone production rate at these locations would be altered via less OH production by ozone photolysis but at the same time affected positively by larger RO 2 -HO 2 recycling by NO. We would expect the second effect to be larger, so we would expect larger ozone production rates than anticipated in these hotspots. Since this effect depends on the concentrations of NO x relative to background ozone, this problem would be restricted to NO 2 reactivities above 10 s
À1
(equal to 44 ppb). Below that threshold, NO x speciation and ozone concentration would approach normal conditions.
William Bloss addressed David Carslaw: The changing (reducing) urban decrement or titration of O 3 in urban environments also provides information on NO x emissions and speciation -does this offer any additional constraint on trends in NO x emissions over, for example, the past decade, or is this too spatially broad and imprecise to be useful? David Carslaw answered: The more general role of O 3 on urban NO 2 trends is an important aspect of understanding the trends over the past decade. Any analysis needs to understand the competing inuences of ozone and primary NO 2 emissions. The analysis in our paper using a simple constrained chemistry model accounts for the changes in ozone concentrations over time and the inuence on concentrations of NO 2 .
William Brune remarked: An experiment has been done on the East Coast of the US where coal-red power plants have been replaced by natural gas power plants and the levels of NO x have dropped dramatically. So has the ozone, even in the cities. So I think that the correct strategy to reduce ozone would be to get rid of NO x .
Paul Monks responded: To add to the European context, it is clear that there is a distinction between the urban and "regional" contexts. In the urban context, reduction in NO x raises ozone (due to a reduction in NO-O 3 titration) levels, while in the regional context, ozone is clearly mainly under NO x control. Much of the current situation was summarised in our recent ozone review. Brian McDonald said: In the U.S., emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO x ) have been coming down from motor vehicles along with volatile organic compounds (VOCs). In general, ozone has decreased in different regions of the country. More stringent VOC control relative to NO x appears to have been particularly effective in reducing ozone in California. However, we're now starting to see faster NO x control over VOCs, due to emission controls implemented on power plants, and fuel-switching from coal to natural gas, and new regulations requiring selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems on heavy-duty trucks. Consequently, the Eastern U.S. appears to be having greater sensitivity to these NO x reductions. Overall, for all regions to benet, it is important to just control both NO x and VOCs.
Tim Murrells commented: Going back to Tim Wallington's question about future vehicle emissions: we have made some emission projections for the UK and it's hard to see how we can do much more for reducing VOCs from road traffic sources, at least for the lighter ones that are regulated. Our projections show that there will be much greater VOC emissions from other sources that need to be targeted. The big issue for road transport is NO x and whether the new Euro 6 regulations based on Real Driving Emission test procedures (RDE), to be introduced from 2018, will deliver the anticipated reductions from diesel cars and vans. Our NO x emission projections are critically dependent on this.
AndréP ŕ evôt commented: I disagree with the statement that we have done everything we could regarding VOCs in the transport sector. There is more room to improve VOCs from gasoline cars, especially during cold starts.
Ruth Doherty said: I would suggest caution with the usage of "region" in seeing ozone reductions with precursor emissions controls. For the Task Force on Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution 1 we have performed experiments to assess the ozone response to substantial (20%) emission reductions. In many mid-latitude regions, notably considerable parts of China and the Middle East as well as areas in Europe, we nd ozone increases in response to emissions reductions all year round (due to reduced NO x titration). Only when we move to the sub-tropics do we see year round regional ozone decreases due to 20% emission reductions, possibly due to less limitation on photochemistry that would reproduce ozone from NO 2 .
1 Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution, www.htap.org
Rob MacKenzie asked Christian Ehlers: How will you communicate Fig. 26 of your paper to the transport sector and to policy-makers? The trajectories depicted on the gure seem to imply that the partial adherence to policy between 1994 and 2014 has had the "happy accidental consequence" of moving urban air to part of the "response space" in which ozone production is lower than it would have been if policy had been rigorously adhered to. quality, which may be opposite in terms of increasing or decreasing ambient PM concentrations, further research is needed. I would be interested in Neil Donahue's opinion on this.
Paul Monks commented: To add to the comments on the role that trees play in the urban atmosphere -a further role is illustrated in our recent paper 1 in that trees across an urban landscape can act to disperse pollution. In this modelling study it was shown that trees caused a net dispersion of 7% for a pollutant across urban Leicester.
